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TRICK OR TREAT Kids decorating lollipop ghosts at Boo Central (top).

A baby elephant gets a better view of the fun at Boo Central (middle). Kids
decorating trick-or-treat bags with Wellington at Boo Central.
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The people have spoken
BY ALEA THORNE

Staff Reporter

Crowds of Democrats around the nation went wild when the electoral-vote
tally conﬁrmed Obama would be serving
the nation for the next four years.
Obama won 50 percent of the popular
vote to Gov. Mitt Romney’s 48 percent ,
and won the electoral vote 303-206.
“ I’m happy about the results, said Paulina Spencer, senior dietetics major. “It
seemed like a close tie before the electoral
votes,”
Students, faculty and professors gathered in the SURC pit Tuesday night,
watching anxiously and waiting for the
results.
“Whatever happens it’s gonna be different if Romney wins,” said Rebekah
Schoonover, BOD political programmer
and volunteer coordinator, before the results were clear. “If Obama wins he will
currently work on what he’s been working
on.”
Cheers rang throughout the pit at
about 8:15 p.m. when CBS projected the
winner of the election would be Obama.
“For the projection, I’m completely
content, it’s still not ofﬁcial though,” said
Casey Peterson, junior English education major. “As a student wanting to be
a teacher, that is exactly who I am going
for.”
Obama won in urban areas with 62
percent of registered voters, in suburban
areas with 48 percent, and in rural areas
with 39 percent.
Romney took 36 percent of urban voters, 50 percent of suburban voters, and 59
percent of rural voters.
“There’s clearly splits with the rural areas being Republican and the side
edges clearly blue, ” said Central President James Gaudino, who stopped by the
SURC pit with his wife Katie.
The popular vote among women was
Obama with 55 percent and Romney with
44 percent. Men, however voted for Romney with 52 percent and Obama getting
45 percent.

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

ALL CHEERS A large crowd of students gathered at the SURC pit last Tuesday to cheer on the candidate of their favor.

“It’s kind of nice knowing as women
we’re going to keep our rights,” Sabrina
Shrader, freshman English major, said.
Republicans around the country were
not happy about the results.
“It saddens me that America will have
to continue to suffer,” said sophomore Eric
Turner.
Elizabeth Catterson, freshman elementary education major, said,” Romney
wasn’t my favorite, but I agree with more
of his economic policies.” She said that’s
what determined her vote.
“I’m really worried about the economy

in the next four year. It scares me.”
Lizz Stewart, a sophomore double major of primate behavior and ecology and
anthropology does not feel the country is
economically doomed.
“Our country has been in a rough
place for the last few years,” Stewart said.
“I’m looking forward to improving our
economy. I’m hoping that would improve
in the next four years.”
Swing states that had a great impact on
Obama’s re-election were Ohio, Virginia
and Florida. This demonstrated the importance of voters visiting the polls.

“It’s critical. It’s more than our privilege, its our responsibility,” Gaudino said.
President Obama ofﬁcially starts his
second term in January.
Jac Murray junior political science major said he is glad to see Obama get the
chance to ﬁnish what he started.
“Its so great to cheer together. He will
ﬁnally get done what he hasn’t got done
before,” Murray said.

See page 10 for student quotes on election.
See page 4 for governor story

Manweller sweeps past Selmann for house seat
BY SANTOS HERRERA

News Editor

Mathew Manweller, associate professor
of political science at Central Washington
University, emerged victorious as the state
representative of the 13th District, making him the ﬁrst sitting professor to represent constituents in Olympia.
Despite recent news of sexual misconduct allegations against him, Manweller
said people saw through the allegations
and knew that they were politically motivated attacks.
However, the Manweller v. Central case
is still ongoing. In an interview, Manweller
said he didn’t know whether he would still
go through with the lawsuit against Central and that it would be something he
would have to discuss with his attorney.
Manweller said he will be spending the
winter quarter in Olympia to fulﬁll his duties.
“It will be tricky,” Manweller said, referring to balancing teaching and his political career. “I will take an unpaid leave
for a three-month stint during the winter
quarter. My family and I will move to
Olympia during that time.”
Manweller takes pride in the way his

campaign was run.
“We never ran a negative ad,” Manweller said. “We started early and campaigned face-to-face.”
Kaj Selmann, a Democrat from Moses
Lake and Manweller’s opponent, said that
he remained in good spirits.
“I’m feeling good about tonight,” Selmann said. “But people will soon know
what they are getting” with Manweller.
Selmann also said voting for state representative requires people to pay attention and a lot of things were kept hidden
for so long that people will wish they had
their votes back.
Selmann said he knew that he had entered a race that was challenging from the
beginning.
He ran in a district that started at 70
percent Republican and Selmann was outspent 10-to-one, but Selmann said that no
one should go uncontested.
The Republican headquarters may not
have been happy with the presidential outcome, but there was plenty of praise for
Manweller.
“He’ll [Manweller] do real well as state
representative,” local resident Jim Beltner
said. “He seems to have a real passion for
what he’s doing.”

20,988 VOTES

8,690 VOTES

WASHINGTON STATE ELECTION OUTCOMES
Kittitas County Superior Court judge: Fran Chmelewski WINS
Referendum 74 (Gay Marriage): PASSED
I-502 (Marijuana Legalization): PASSED
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Governors race
still unclear at
press time
BY MATT THOMPSON

Staff Reporter

Those eager to know who will be the
next governor still didn’t have an answer
as of mid-day Wednesday.
Polls showed Jay Inslee had a slight
edge against opponent Rob McKenna.
According to the Seattle Times, the
ballots weren’t scheduled to be ﬁnalized
until 4 p.m. on Wednesday.
King County will be the deciding factor in who will reign victorious.
In 2004, after two recounts, Christine
Gregoire won the gubernatorial race with
only 129 votes, something both current
candidates want to avoid.
On his ﬁnal campaign tour, McKenna,
who is the current Washington state attorney general, stopped in Ellensburg last
Thursday to rally constituents at the Republican headquarters downtown.
“The fact of the matter is we’re winning.” said McKenna at the time of his
Ellensburg appearance. “We’re leading
in this race but its close, and the side that
does a better job of turning out their voters is going to win.”

ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER

PICKETING Rob Mckenna Supporters picket amongst a crowd of demonstrators at a Republican Rally last Thursday in downtown Ellensburg.

§ A person was pulled over for
running a stop sign. Subject told
the ofﬁcer they had to use the restroom.
§ A person failed to stop at a
stop sign. The person then told the
ofﬁcer they didn’t see the sign.
§ A man called to report seeing
large ﬂames and a lot of smoke,
then hung up.
§ A person reported two truck§ A person called to report
§ A person reported their neighers
refused to pay for their bill.
there was an open door. When po- bor has been harassing and taking
§ A person reported that a man
lice arrived the subject stated they pictures of them.
just wanted fresh air.
§ A person called to report they was standing at the park. The call§ A person reported a bicycle are concerned that planes are leav- er didn’t know what he was up to.
§ Four horses were reportedly
lying next to the road and the ing a chemical trail in the sky on a
owner was unknown.
regular basis, which might have an in the roadway on Roadrunner
Lane.
§ A Blue Schwinn Bicycle was adverse effect on the public.
§ A person reported they could
reportedly taken from Ellensburg
§ A man was reportedly walkHigh School several weeks ago.
ing around to each residence and see a residence with a lot of Christ§ A woman called to report asking for cash for his daughters mas lights on, and said it looked
like ﬂames were coming from the
that her husband and other hunt- surgery.
ers were stranded on the shore of
§ A person reported that some- roof.
§ A person reported that the
West Bar.
one was jumping around in front
§ A person reportedly hit a of cars that were trying to cross driver of a Ford Thunderbird appeared to be asleep at the wheel.
Pontiac G5 and ﬂed after.
the street.

ADVERTISE
TODAY!

CALL:

(509)963-1026
OR EMAIL:

GASKILLK@CWU.EDU

§ A person reported that a teal
colored kayak was ﬂoating upside
down in the river. Part of the kayak was submerged
§ A sick raccoon was reportedly walking eastbound down
First Street. The reporting party
was concerned that it would bite
somebody.
§ A woman locked her keys in
her car while it was on. She said
the vehicle was overheating and
was concerned it would catch ﬁre.
§ A store employee called to report, witnessing several males trying to scam an elderly woman in
the parking lot.
§A person reported her neighbor was running around her residence with a hammer breaking
her windows out of the residence.
§ A person reported receiving a
voicemail that had gunshots being
ﬁred for eight seconds, and sounds
from a radio. The subject did not
know the caller.

Do you want your
message to reach
CWU students
staff & faculty
members?

ADVERTISE HERE!
Call 963-1095
to learn more!
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Downtown battles Wildcat Shop
BY ANDREW EVANS

Staff Reporter

At the request of local business owners,
a proposed revision of Central’s Commercial Activities Policy has been placed under moratorium.
The downtown community fears that
Central’s commercial interests are threatening the local economy, a main factor in
the attraction and retention of students.
“The university really does dominate
this business community,” said Jim Armstrong, the CEO of the Kittitas County
Chamber of commerce. “We’re taking
this very seriously.”
With the renovation of the Wildcat
Shop, a “boutique” section has been installed that presents potential competition with local shops. Kim Holland-Neff,
co-owner of Lotus Clothing & Jewelry
Design, reported that Wildcat Shop employees have been recording the inventory
of local shops.
She also said that Central employees
at a conference in Salt Lake City gave
presentations which explained how to get
merchandising ideas from local businesses.
Central’s Commercial Activities Policy
was negotiated in 1995 under the Revised
Code of Washington. The RCW requires
universities to establish such a policy to
be mindful about competition with local
commercial business. Under the policy, local businesses communicate with Central
through the Chamber of Commerce.

In late 2011, several downtown businesses, including Lotus, noticed that the
Wildcat Shop was carrying similar products. As the committee reviewed this problem, Central, which has been revising and
updating all of its policies, announced that
the Commercial Activities Policy was being revised as well.
This upset business owners, but Linda
Schactler, director of pubic affairs at Central, maintained that the timing was not
intentional.
“Our goal is to clean up and update all
of our policies,” Schactler said.
The Chamber of Commerce made
three requests to hold a committee meeting
between early March and late April and
received only one reply from Schactler.
According to a timeline from the Chamber of Commerce, she suggested that they
postpone the “meeting until June or July
after the policy was changed.”
The same timeline shows that Armstrong rejected this suggestion, and he
made the third request for a meeting. No
response was received, so Chris Eastwood,
President of the Chamber of Commerce,
sent a letter “to Gaudino invoking a section of the Policy that requires the President [Gaudino] to call a ‘hearing.’”
“I see no reason for a hearing,” Central
President James Gaudino wrote to Eastwood.
Chris Schmidt of KValley Computers
was distraught. He took Gaudion’s statement as a casual dismissal.

In loving memory of Herbert A. Bird

In 1978, Herbert A. Bird retired after 31 years of
teaching at CWU. Bird spent his retirement traveling
across the United States, Europe and Australia with
his wife, Ruth. Ruth suffered a stroke in 1991 and later
passed away in 1995.
In 1997, Bird remarried to Beatrice Cross, with
whom he continued to travel and maintain an active
social life. In his memory, a Requiem Eucharist will be
held at 11 a.m. on Nov. 17 at Grace Episcopal Church.
There will be a celebration held in memorial of his life
at Canyon River Ranch at 1:30 p.m. CWU’s Kairos
Quartet will perform his favorite music.  
The seating at the Canyon River Ranch will be
limited to 175 and those interested in attending are
urged to contact Barbara Hodges, hodgeb@cwu.edu,
509-963-1500. Bird’s family requests that any gifts of
remembrance be made to the Herbert Bird Scholarship
in Music.

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

BLING BLING Students shop at the newly renovated Wildcat Shop. With more to
choose from the shop now carries jewelry along with other boutique-like items.

“He totally turned around and slapped
us in the face,” Schmidt said. Armstrong
said he believes the revised policy aims
to disassemble the Commercial Activities
Committee, which includes the Chamber of Commerce, local business owners
that it represents, and Central officials.
Schactler insists that is untrue and that the
revised policy would preserve the com-

mittee and also provides more avenues of
communication.
“What we proposed was that you can
come to the university any way that you
want,” Schactler said. “There are businesses who are not Chamber members.
We don’t want to exclude them.”
Said Holland-Neff: “We want this to
work out for everybody.”
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Central second in state to add ballot drop box
The Election Assistance Center (EAC)
is the new voter service program at Central, who along with the county auditor,
Students and faculty don’t have to go Center for Leadership and Community
far to elect governmental ofﬁcials any- and ASCWU BOD, installed the ballot
more.
box at the eastside of SURC patio.
Central is one of two universities in
“It’s a lot easier, because then I don’t
Washington that has a permanent ballot have to buy stamps and I can just go to
box on campus. The other ballot box is at school and drop it off,” said Madison
Washington State University, and was put Kuntz, junior, elementary education.
in by their county auditor and funded by
The EAC allowed students to print off
the Help America Vote Act grant, which their ballots and vote in this year’s election
assists people with
on Monday and
the voting process
Tuesday, using proby putting in balvided workstations
What students and the that allow them to
lot boxes and other
systems.
in their home
younger population do not vote
The
Central
counties while on
see is that their vote counts campus. EAC is
ballot box, on the
other hand, is a
using MYVOTE,
as much as any other vote.
completely studenta voting site that’s
-Brianne Wood
driven
initiative
available through
Vice President of Legislative Affairs
to get a box on to
the
Washington
campus and allow
secretary of state’s
registered voters in
website.
the community to submit their ballot.
This allowed students from other counThe box became a convenience for ties in Washington to vote if they had not
community to come if they do not want yet updated their address.
to sit in the line at the courthouse to vote,’’
The Kittitas County Auditor Jerry Petsaid Brianne Wood, vice president of leg- tit collected ballots from the EAC and
islative affairs for the Associated Students ballot box, sending them to the voters’
of CWU Board of Directors. “So it gives counties in Washington State, as well as to
an option to everyone, not just the Central out-of-state voters’ auditors ofﬁces.
campus, but Ellensburg’s greater commuAs of Oct. 30, 171 people had used the
nity.”
ballot box. The EAC hopes to get a total
BY ALEA THORNE

Staff Reporter

“

“

CHANET STEVENSON/OBSERVER

RIGHT TO VOTE A Central Student casts their ballot for the Nov. 6 election in front
of the SURC. Central one of two campuses in the state to get ballot drop box.

amount of users soon after the election
and also hopes to get a count of people
who used the box from each county.
“It’s important to know what county
people are registered to vote at,” said
Jackie Sperlion, WSA Vote Coordinator.
“That way, it will help us to let people
know that just because they’re away from
home doesn’t mean they can’t vote,”
Not only has the EAC hosted events,
but they’ve served as a resource for students to learn how the government works,
how to ﬁll out their ballots and how to
answer questions pertaining to candidates
and referendums.
“What’s important is making the students think about the election, because
when people start thinking about it, it encourages them to vote,” said Sperlion.
Overall, the EAC’s main purpose is to

increase the number of voters and promote civic engagement.
“What students and the younger population do not see is that their vote counts
as much as any other vote, and their vote
is very important when it comes to tuition
increases and ﬁnancial aid being dropped
and everything like that,” said Wood. “Because whoever they vote into ofﬁce is supposed to be speaking for them in Olympia.”
The EAC, along with the CLC, hosted
an election night bash in the SURC Pit on
Tuesday celebrating the ﬁnal segments of
the election with members of the community and students. “Whatever percentage
that actually votes shows that students are
actually caring on this campus and that
the issues of higher education matter to
them,” said Wood.

SETH LONBORGS/OBSERVER

POLLED Victoria Shamrell (left) and Desiree Clark (right) assist students on the final
steps of preparing the ballots for the ballot box at the SURC.
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Board of Directors wants student direction
BY MICHAEL RIGGIN

Staff Reporter

MIKEL HANSON/OBSERVER

ALL THOSE IN FAVOR Members of the board voting on motions to oppose for all the clubs present at meeting (top). Members
open the floor to any students to ad their opinion on issues that affect the student body (bottom)

funding to actually start Phase II.”
its public meetings change locations startAnother section of the meeting dealt ing this upcoming winter quarter.
with campus clubs
According
to
and organizations.
Stilling,
changTen of the 12
I can’t force anyone to ing locations could
senate clubs were
more students
care, so I have to figure out make
recognized.
aware of the stuBOD Vice presa way to make the students dent government
ident Clint Wiley
Stilling said the
want to be involved.
deals with campus
public meeting was
committees
and
-KJ Stilling
a way to increase
committee
apBOD President
visibility for Cenpointments.
tral
Washington
He said they are
University’s
student
looking for students
to sign up to work for committees they are government.
interested in. The BOD discussed having

“

“

There are many issues students face on
campus, which is why the Board of Directors encourages students to come and
express their feelings, concerns, and ask
questions during its public meetings.
On Nov. 1, the BOD held a public
meeting in the SURC Pit.
The meeting covered many important
issues regarding clubs and committees, as
well as some new moves the BOD is going
to make in the future.
“Our biggest goal is to get students involved in the activities of the BOD,” BOD
President KJ Stilling, said.
Stilling said only about 1,000 students
participated in the student elections last
year.
He is worried for the students who
don’t care about student governmental affairs.
Stilling said if students don’t care for
student governmental affairs now, the students may not care about national elections and nationwide government affairs
in the future.
“I can’t force anyone to care, so I have
to figure out a way to make the students
want to be involved” Stilling said.
Members from the clubs spoke out on a
couple of moves they are planning for this
school year.
“The biggest thing is we’re working
on a focus group looking at the pros and
cons of semester conversion,” said Jennifer Arledge, BOD vice president for academic affairs. “It’s a huge push for shared
governance and student input.”
For there to be a shift from quarters to
semesters there are a lot of factors that
must be taken into consideration.
“Faculty Senate has a study group and
the student academic senate has a focus
group,” said Arledge. “Both groups are researching the topic and they are deciding
if it would be a good idea.”
BOD Vice President for Legislative Affairs Brianne Wood spoke about Science
Phase II.
Phase II is a project working to construct a new building to house the Science
Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) programs.
“It won’t happen for the next five
years,” Wood said. “We have to get the

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Office Hours: 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.; SURC 238
Meeting Time: Thursdays at 4 p.m.; SURC Pit

LEARN
MORE:
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It’s all politics

Something special happened this year.
I’ll give you some clues: It only comes
around once every four years, it causes lots
of controversy and is one of the busiest
days for stamp sales. No, the answer is not
leap year—it’s an election year.
For some of us, this
was the first time
we had the opportunity to vote. It’s
an important part
of growing up and
a vital staple of our
society, but I feel
like there are some
parts of the political world people
should know, and
JEANETTE GENSON I’m all too happy to
Assistant Scene Editor share them.
First of all, before all the hype about elections began, I
had no idea how difficult it is to be bipartisan. Let me tell you, it’s not just refraining
from adding your own personal opinion
into a political conversation. You have to
be on your game 100 percent of the time,
and that means everything, down to what

color your shirt is during a debate.
Because of my position with the Center
for Leadership and Community Engagement, I had to remain bipartisan at all
times (OK, maybe not at all times, but it
made me feel more like a CIA agent when
I said that), which is difficult when you
have as loud of a mouth as I do.
So I began avoiding some intricate
parts of my life just to remain unbiased.
This meant opting out of choosing my
dog’s collar, because my only choices were
blue or red. Mitt Romney’s nickname is
mittens, so I have been unable to wear
mittens this chilly fall season.
Morgan Freeman is the voice in Barack
Obama’s campaign commercials, so that
means watching “Bruce Almighty” was
out of the question until our country’s
fearless leader was announced. Luckily
this election is almost over, because I really
love that movie.
This election has taught me an immeasurable amount of information about
politicians, so I want to strike down some
of the generalizations people tend to have
about them.
Politicians are not evil. They are incred-

PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS

ibly misunderstood. They have to step up
and make decisions for the rest of us that
we simply can’t make. Just like your mom
does when you can’t decide whether you
want free spaghetti for dinner, or a burger
that will cost you, they also spend most
of their waking moments thinking about
what is better for society and its inhabitants. Basically what I’m saying is, Doctor
Grace is to the Na’vi what politicians are

to citizens of our society (sorry for the extreme Avatar reference.)
Before this year, I could honestly say
that I didn’t know very much about politics, and I cared even less. But in the last
six months of learning the tricks of the
trade, I have grown so very appreciative
of the people who go through their lives
hoping to improve our country and the
way it is run.

My p’interesting’ addiction

Our obsessions with smart phones are causing us to make dumb mistakes
My name is Chanet Stevenson, and I
am an app-aholic.
I would do that thing where I state
how long it has been since I last played
on my phone, but
truth be told, I
have been texting,
checking Twitter
and pinning adorable craft ideas
to my Pinterest
boards while sitting here typing
this story. I have a
serious problem.
Up until reChanet stevenson
cently, though,
Scene Editor
I had never realized just how
much unnecessary time I spend messing
around on my phone. I mean, if having
a professor catch me pinning Easter decoration ideas last week wasn’t embarrassing
enough, then I would definitely be even
more mortified if anyone was to look at
how many games of Word Warp I have

played.
The biggest reality check, however,
came when I was hanging out with a
friend. While she was talking to me I
caught myself repeating the question,
“What? I’m sorry, what did you say?”
It was then that I finally realized just
how serious the situation was. While my
mind had been lost in Facebook world, I
had literally not heard anything she had
said. I had been so rude, and I felt terrible
about it. I quickly apologized and put my
phone away.
Perhaps another example that I’m sure
many people can relate to, is how I tend
to nervously check my phone to avoid
awkward situations. This mainly happens
whenever I am alone in public, meaning
that even though there are tons of other
people around, I don’t know any of them,
so I instead pull my phone out of my
pocket and proceed to dink around on it
so as not to look like a complete loner.
Sadly, though, this is just a small fraction of the excuses I could come up with

as to why I am always on my phone.
In coming to realize this about myself, I
have since been working to break this bad
habit of mine. To do so, I decided to try
out this whole “out of sight, out of mind”
concept, where I will purposely leave my
phone in another room or in my backpack
if I’m in class or doing homework.
So far, this experiment has been successful, since it makes it more of a chore
for me to have to put down everything I
am working on to get up and go find my
phone. However the downside to this
is that I have also consequently lost my
phone a few times.
Okay so it’s not a perfect plan, but hey,
it is a start to recovery.
In short, my point of this story is to encourage anyone who, like me, has a difficult time putting their cell phone down, to
PUT THE CELL PHONE DOWN.
Start by looking for the signs that you
have a problem. If you are paying more
attention to your phone than to what is
going on in class, you might be an app-

aholic—or bored, which is also a cause for
app-aholism. If you have zero recollection
of the last conversation you had, but can
recall the last tweet you read, then you
might be an app-aholic. If you run into
stationary objects while walking and looking at your phone, then you are definitely
an app-aholic.
I could go on but I hope by now you
get the point. It is important to remember
that the Facebook and Twitter conversations aren’t going anywhere. You can read
them later. So don’t let your friends walk
away while you’re too busy not paying attention to them with your nose pointed at
your phone.
And if you want to avoid being embarrassed in class when you get called by the
professor to answer a question you weren’t
paying attention to, consider putting your
phone away to lower the temptation to
play on it.
Don’t be that stupid person who annoyed their friends and let their grades slip
because you were too dumb about using
your smartphone.

book in an effort to look “sexy.” Sadly, parents, for the most part, are the ones who
are most blind to these actions because
they refuse to believe their children are
anything but angels.
Quicker access to things children
should not be a part of is not the only
downfall to technology being so available.
Imaginations are slowly but surely dying. Even the toys being produced, such as
iTikes, are all about technology.
What happened to the days when playing outside was the thing to do? What
happened to creating entire worlds with
nothing more than your imagination and
a backyard? Does anyone play cops and
robbers, hide and go seek, red light-green
light, freeze-tag, heads up 7-up, Monopo-

ly or read a book anymore? Do children
know how to jump rope, yo-yo, hopscotch, four square or the art of making
shadow puppets when the power goes out?
Children used to compete for who was
the fastest runner; now they compete to
see who the fastest texter is.
I believe children are often times limited by the capabilities of technology and
therefore don’t try to think outside the box
to find out what else is out there to explore.
I know when I have kids, I will be
able to teach them the schoolyard games
I learned growing up. I will teach them
to expand their imagination and see the
world with their own two eyes rather than
through a screen.

Technical difficulties
It’s plain and simple: Technology rules
the world.
People pay their bills, read the news,
order food, shop
and communicate
through
various
devices every day.
Technology
has
become impossible
to resist. It makes
it easier to access
more things with
a simple click or
touch.
Unfortunately,
the
youth
Santos Herrera
of the nation has
News Editor
figured this out too.
The fact of the matter is children are

becoming addicted to technology at a
young age. I’m willing to bet everyone
knows at least one child between the ages
of eight and 13 who is attached to his
or her phone, computer, music player or
some other gadget.
I understand that technology, when
used properly, can be a beneficial tool in
helping youth learn to adapt to a technological world, learn to read and count, or
to call for help in case of an emergency.
However, it’s rarely used for its benefits.
Technology has made it easier for children to access social networks and explicit
media, and they are mimicking what they
see. More and more children are texting
pictures of themselves wearing inappropriate clothing or posting them on Face-
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WILD RIDE Hurricane Sandy has left parts of the East Coast in shambles. A roller coaster that once sat on the Funtown Pier in Seaside Heights, N.J., now rests in the ocean.

A leader emerges

Hurricane shows Obama’s leadership
A good leader must be willing to sacrifice their own well-being for the betterment of the people they represent.
The last leg of the presidential race
came right after Hurricane Sandy
plagued the East Coast. Sandy is the most
devastating natural disaster to hit the U.S.
since Hurricane Katrina.
President Barrack Obama used
time he could have
spent fighting to
gain the swing
vote, but instead
spent it checking
on the well-being
of those directly
affected by Hurricane Sandy.
Meanwhile,
JAYNA SMITH
Romney
Assistant News Editor Mitt
spent most of his
time attempting to capture as many extra votes as he could. Just as he believes
most of the country’s issues should be
handled, he would delegate most of the
responsibility for disaster relief and the
safe keeping of the public to the state governments. Each of the candidate’s separate approaches is just one major difference between them that I believe makes
Obama a better leader.
One of the largest complaints about
the federal government by those devastated by Hurricane Katrina was they
didn’t receive enough attention and assistance when they lost everything they
owned. It is often really easy to focus on
international affairs and ignore what is
happening on a domestic level. Despite
the close projections of the race I would

argue Obama made the better call in how
he addressed Sandy.
Some will argue that he did what any
president would be expected to do in that
situation, but Katrina proved a president
doesn’t always do the right thing when
faced with a natural disaster.
I will say that we can attribute some
of the quick decision making to having
learned from past failures. The Obama
administration was able to use what happened back in 2005 with Katrina as a
blueprint for everything not to do.
The Obama Administration was quick
to declare the worse parts of New York
and New Jersey disaster areas—an action
that made federal funds more available
for repairs and temporary housing.Twenty-nine people lost their lives in the Caribbean and at least 11 people died in the
U.S. because of the storm. More than 8
million people lost power due to the heavy
winds, rain and snow. The New York subway system faced the most destruction
since it was built 108 years ago, and there
were surging waves that reached over 30
feet in height in New York.
With over 200,000 people registered
for assistance from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), I am
not sure this country needs a president
who won’t admit the public needs the federal government to step in during a serious time of need. Nor’easter isn’t expected to produce as much damage as Sandy
but with it being projected to touch down
Wednesday, people are already evacuating as a precaution.
The outcome of Tuesday’s election is
the proof of who Americans believe is the
more qualified and reliable leader.

Better late than never
New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg
made the correct decision canceling the
New York City Marathon last week. He
just made it too late.
Hurricane Sandy has caused such
havoc on the East
Coast, the marathon was bound to
be cancelled, but it
should have been
called off more than
two days prior to the
race.
The only problem with it being
called off is runners
Danny schmidt
and their friends
Editor-in-Chief
and family were already in New York, or getting ready to go.
Instead of being stubborn, Bloomberg
should’ve come out right away and said
it was off. He had the chance to cancel
it earlier, but instead said the show must
go on.
Bloomberg said the race would show
the city was back on its feet and said it
would help tourism and generate tax revenue for the city.
Bloomberg faced incredible pressue
and criticism from the public, forcing him

to call the race off.
Some in favor of not canceling the
race compared the situation to New Orleans still going through with Mardi Gras
after Hurricane Katrina. The main difference is, Mardi Gras was six months
after Katrina, while the race would have
been just days after Sandy.
When he later wound up cancelling
the race, he started an uproar. Runners
come from around the globe for the marathon, and many of them bring companions along.
One runner flew from Chicago to
New York Friday morning. Before takeoff,
and when he landed, the race was still a
go. But the race was cancelled by the late
afternoon.
Coming from Chicago can be a trek,
but so many runners fly in internationally. While the cancellation allowed many
to explore New York, it also forced most
people to spend more money than they
planned.
The motives behind Bloomberg originally standing by the marathon are still
unclear. Some say since he is a businessman, he did it for financial reasons.
Bloomberg has been known to not cave
into public pressure, but it’s a good thing
he did this time—even if it was too late.

Dear Readers,

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on
current issues. Please include your full name and university affiliation: year
and major, degree and year graduated, or staff position and department.
To be printed in the following week’s issue, please email your letters
to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer
reserves the right to reject or edit for style and length. All letters become
property of The Observer. Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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Students weigh in on election issues

Jackie Wilson
freshman, special education major

Matt Sparkuhl
sophomore, undecided major

Sabrina Ender
grad student, family studies major

“I think the most important topic is
legalizing marijuana because the country
could make money off of it.”

“I think jobs would be the most important topic because we need to get people
back to work. Obama’s idea of change
didn’t address an overall group because
there are still a high percentage of people
without jobs.”

“I think healthcare is the most important
topic because everyone, especially women,
should have it.”

Michael Alvernaz
freshman, law and justice major
“I think the most important topic would be
taxes because everyone deals with it and is
looking for lower taxes.”

Alexis Temple
sophomore, family studies major

Cameron Walston
freshman, undecided major

“I think healthcare is the most important topic
because everyone should have access to helthcare. Women have a lot of reasons why they
would need it, so it should be there for them.”

“I think jobs would be the most important
topic because the unemployment rate is so
high.”
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Genghis
Barbie rock
the French
horns
BY LISA CUMMINS

Staff Reporter

PHOTO COURTESY OF GENGHISBARBIE.COM

BARBIES (From left): Danielle Kuhlmann, Alana Vegter, Rachel Drehmann and Leelanee Sterrett form the all-female ensemble.

troduced herself and told the audience the Artist Diploma. She is a chamber musistory behind how she got her stage name cian and is well-known for her culinary
from her father. Drehmann is also a New skills of delicious desserts. She introduced
York City freelancer who has performed the ensembles ﬁfth song, “Im Herbst.”
with numerous symThe Barbies took
phonies,
orchestras
less time talking about
and subbed on a
There was such an enthu- themselves once all of
number of Broadway
introductions had
siastic audience. I was really the
shows. After giving a
been made, and spent
impressed and love to feed more time performing
brief history of heroff the energy of the people.
self, she introduced
their pieces. After “Im
the next song, “JuHerbst,” they played
-DANIELLE KUHLMANN
das.”
a song called “Sister
Alana Vegter, aka
Rosetta Goes Before
Freedom Barbie, inUs,” in which Kuhltroduced herself third, and spoke of how mann sang the lyrics. Before hitting the
she has a six-month-old baby girl whom ten minute intermission, she introduced
the ensemble is using as their inspiration their seventh song, “Sweet Dreams.”
for their mix of lullabies, which is coming
Once the intermission had taken place
out around Christmas time. Vegter is also and passed them by, the Barbies took off
living in New York City and continues to on a roll with their exquisite music playing
actively perform at Julliard. She then in- skills. The last seven songs they performed
troduced the fourth song, “Godless Broth- were “Africa,” “Kissing You,” “God Only
er in Love.”
Knows,” “Papa Don’t Preach,” “Hide and
The last member in the French horn Seek,” “Hallelujah” (in which Kuhlmann
ensemble group, Wei-Ping Chou, aka, and Vegter both sang vocals), and then
Way-WAY Barbie, started off her intro- ended with the performance of the typical
duction by informing the audience that crowd favorite, “Take On Me.”
she is from Taiwan. Chou was the ﬁrst
“There was such an enthusiastic audihorn player in Julliard to be awarded the ence,” said Kuhlmann. “I was really im-

“

Velvet Barbie speaks: Q & A with French
horn player Danielle Kuhlmann
BY LISA CUMMINS

Staff Reporter

More than 20 years ago, Danielle
Kuhlmann was a little girl who loved playing with her Barbie dolls. One day, while
rattling off ideas to her father, she told
him about her idea for a comic strip called
“Genghis Barbie.” Her father, a rock ‘n’
roll drummer, was struck by the idea and
thought it would make a great band name.
About three years ago, the women of
Genghis Barbie met while attending Julliard and performing in summer music
festivals together. Danielle Kuhlmann
(Velvet Barbie), Rachel Drehmann (Attila
the Horn), Alana Vegter (Freedom Barbie)
and Leelanee Sterrett (Cosmic Barbie)

comprise the all-female French horn ensemble.
These four women from New York
have a blast participating in the music industry.
“We are currently recording an album
of lullabies for kids,” said Kuhlmann.
“They are traditional songs that capture
uplifting music, and will hopefully be out
by the holidays.”
Kuhlmann grew up in Seattle, which is
known for having a thriving music scene.
In her music program, she participated in
choir, orchestra and band. She attended
festivals here at Central and got excited
about the musical opportunities the Northwest has to offer. The instrument she plays

“

The Jerilyn S. McIntyre Music Building Concert Hall was almost packed to
the brim on the night of Nov. 5 due to the
concert performed by the post-feminist
all-female French horn ensemble group
Genghis Barbie.
Not only did students and faculty of
Central Washington University attend,
but the concert was open to community
members as well. The attendees took their
seats and waited in anticipation for the
concert to begin. As the lights dimmed,
there was a hush over the crowd. They
knew what was coming.
The four ladies from the Genghis Barbie group took their places in line and
stood on the lit up stage in front of their
audience. Each Barbie was decked out
in black clothing from head to toe except
for the Velvet Barbie; she was wearing a
bright yellow shirt that made her stand out
from the rest of the group. Each Barbie
showed their individualism by the color
of their French horn. Each French horn
was painted a different color on the inside:
pink, red, blue, or black.
Music Professor Jeff Snedeker started
off the evening by introducing the Genghis Barbies. He told the audience a bit of
background knowledge about the Barbies
and then proceeded to explain why they
chose to perform at Central. Apparently,
they have been to Central before and participated in different festivals. They took
a liking to Central because of the music
program and were more than eager to
perform here.“It was everything I had
hoped for,” said Snedeker. “They showed
us some things French horns can do and
what a wide range of possibilities there
are.”
The opening song was titled Somebody
to Love. Right after, Danielle Kuhlmann,
aka Velvet Barbie, introduced herself as
being from the nearby city of Seattle. She
introduced herself and explained why she
brought the ensemble here to Central.
Kuhlmann is a New York City freelance
musician who has performed in a number of symphonies, orchestras, Broadway
shows and soundtracks. Once she ﬁnished
her introduction, they performed their
song, “Without You.”
Immediately following the song, Rachel Drehmann, aka Atilla the Horn, in-

and loves most is the French horn.
The members of Genghis Barbie each
have a French horn made by their sponsor
in Germany. Since hot pink is the ultimate
Barbie color, Kuhlmann didn’t hesitate to
request hers be painted the iconic hue.
When on tour, there is usually some
kind of personal connection to each place
the band plays. For Kuhlmann, that connection to Central.
“Central has such a great music program,” Kuhlmann said. “Students have
such enthusiasm for new and exciting
things, and we want to get the French
horn community involved.”
The Barbies have a broad audience.
They have performed at big venues such
as America’s Got Talent, as well as smaller
ones at local bars. However, their favorite
show is still their world premier solo at
Carnegie Hall in New York.
“It was a once in a lifetime experience,”

pressed and love to feed off the energy of
the people.”
The moment they ﬁnished the last song,
the encore began. The audience stood up,
gave a thundering applause and cheered
for the four women known as the Genghis
Barbies. Immediately following the performance, refreshments were served, autographs were available, and the selling of
merchandise took place in the band room.
“It was really nice to see so many students and community members show up,”
said sophomore Clarissa Brisk, music education major. “As a horn player, it was really fun for me.”
Groups of friends gathered in the band
room and talked about the performance.
As they were sipping punch and eating
cupcakes, a few of them looked very excited, as though they wanted to share their
opinion. One girl in particular was talking
to Professor Snedeker about how much
she enjoyed the performance.
“It was an awesome educational experience for us as horn players to see what
they’ve done,” said senior Caitlin Malakey,
music education major. “They’ve actually
taken a classical instrument and turned it
into pop music culture.”

Kuhlmann said.
Shows and performances always open
with the contemporary pop song “Somebody to Love.” The ensemble is particularly fond of the song “God Only Knows,”
but the crowd favorite seems to be “Take
on Me.”
Since the Genghis Barbies are only a
few years out of college, they particularly
love performing at colleges. Being close
in age to the students, the Barbies share
their experiences and knowledge with
their attendees. They love the opportunity
to meet students and get involved in their
surroundings.
Genghis Barbie will be performing
at Central Nov. 5 at 8 p.m. in the Music
Building Concert Hall.
“We hope lots of people come,” Kuhlmann said. “We love performing and hope
people will be excited to share the French
horn experience.”
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Stagliano steals hearts

HEY YOU Stagliano interacts with the
crowd throughout his performance.

BY DEREK SHUCK

Staff Reporter

Music events at Central often appeal
to a wide variety of students. Looking
at any concert in the SURC Pit, there is
normally no clear gender division.
However, this was not the case last
Friday, when Michael Stagliano, of The
Bachelorette and Bachelor Pad fame, played
a set of songs to an audience that was
about 80 percent female.
Stagliano was a contestant on the
ﬁfth season of the popular reality show
The Bachelorette, and won the second
season of the Bachelor Pad.
“I want to see him because he’s super hot,” said Mary Gamino, junior
chemistry major, who was highly anticipating the event held in the SURC
Theater.
Gamino was not the only one looking forward to seeing Stagliano, as the
theater was packed a full 15 minutes
before the event began.
After being introduced by his sister,
Stagliano appeared before the crowd to
a series of applause and cat-calls.
Bringing just an acoustic guitar to
the stage, Stagliano used his sense of
humor and enthusiasm to keep the
crowd reeled in.
“It’s the greatest thing ever if people
sing along, so please help me out,” Stagliano said before beginning to play.
Stagliano also took every opportunity
to personalize the song he was playing,
adding in phrases like “Central,” or
“Wildcats.”
Setting the romantic mood, the stage
was decorated with roses and comfy liv-

“

“
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ing room chairs, a perfect complement
“I didn’t know how I felt about
to Stagliano’s acoustic performance.
acoustic music before I came to see
Like most people with an acoustic
him, but I ended up really liking it,”
guitar, Stagliano had a lot to say about
said Katie Beaird, sophomore psychollove, and the audience had a lot to say
ogy major.
in response. They gave particularly
Not afraid to break up the songs with
loud cheers during a song called “Colpersonal anecdotes, Stagliano used his
lege Love,” in
humorous life stowhich Stagliano
ries to keep the
pondered ﬁnding
I think you could literally audience enterlove at Central
while takhear every girl’s heart break tained
Washington Uniing a break from
when he said he had a girl- playing guitar. A
versity.
“Don’t ﬁght,
notable example
friend.
just make babies.
included giving a
-CODY WERNER
That’s my stance
child he was supon it,” Stagliano
posed to babysit a
Senior, anthropology major
said of his song
completely frozen
subjects.
pizza to eat, not
Stagliano’s songs approached love
realizing he was supposed to cook it.
from several different angles, including
“Everyone has a super embarrasslamenting about ﬁnding girls on Faceing story. If you don’t have one yet, you
book, long distance relationships, and
will,” Stagliano said after sending the
just wanting to get home to your family.
audience into a ﬁt of laughter.
While a majority of the songs StaOnce Stagliano was ﬁnished with
gliano played were his own material,
his set of about 10 songs, he ﬁelded sevhe also sang his own special rendition
eral questions from the audience.
of Rick Springﬁeld’s “Jessie’s Girl” and
He also gave periodic shout-outs
Whitney Houston’s “I Wanna Dance
to members of the audience who had
with Somebody.”
conversed with him on Twitter.

QUAN LAM/OBSERVER

BACHELOR Former “Bachelorette” contestant performs songs in SURC Ballroom.

QUAN LAM/OBSERVER

TUNES Mike Stagliano performs one of
his original songs.

While a couple questions were asked
about his time on “The Bachelorette”
and “Bachelor Pad,” many got a little
more personal.
When asked how he spent his
$125,000 prize money from “Bachelor
Pad,” Stagliano claimed he split it with
another contestant, bought a guitar,
and saved the rest.
The audience held its breath as one
questioner asked if Stagliano had a
lady in his life, to which he gave a resounding “yes.”
“I think you could literally hear every girl’s heart break when he said he
had a girlfriend,” said Cody Werner,
a senior anthropology major who attended the event.
When asked if he regretted becoming a reality TV star, Stagliano said
the experience was “overwhelmingly
positive,’ and allowed him to travel the
country and do what he loves.
After thanking the audience and
leaving the stage, Stagliano made one
last encore appearance outside the
theater at his merchandise table. Selling everything from T-shirts to panties
with his name on them, Stagliano had
no problem appealing to his female fan
base.
Willing to give free hugs and sign
whatever anyone wanted signed, Stagliano faced down a line of people that
stretched all the way around the upper
level of the SURC.
Before he ended the night, Stagliano
thanked all of his fans that came out to
support him, and made one last promise:
“I’ll deﬁnitely be back. It’s so warm
and cozy.”
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Belize benefits:
CWU student
builds houses,
tutors children
BY JOIE SULLIVAN

Staff Reporter

Mikaila Wilkerson, a 19-year-old
freshman from Leavenworth, Wash.,
remembers the time her family spent
in Central America.
“I have a lot of experience building
houses,” Wilkerson said with a smile.
Wilkerson’s family has spent a collective 2 ½ months in Belize on missions trips and helping the less fortunate. Her family helped build a
preschool, and Wilkerson’s senior
project for high school was building a
home for a family in need.
“I was mainly looking for something
to do,” Wilkerson said. She partnered
with another classmate and her family to work on the house. The families
worked together ﬁnishing the roof.
Belize is located on the southern
border of Mexico, east of Guatemala.
Over a third of the population lives in
poverty.
Wilkerson remembered a pivotal
moment from one of her visits to Belize.
“The men were helping with the
building, and we put together a vacation bible camp for the kids,” Wilkerson said. “There were a bunch of
booths and games. We gave them
toothbrushes and candy.”
On the ﬁrst day of camp, only 20
children participated, but by the third
day over 300 children attended.
Unfortunately, when Wilkerson’s
family returned from Belize, they
weren’t allowed to share their experiences with the Nazarene congregation
they were a part of.
“We wanted to tell people so they

JOIE SULLIVAN/OBSERVER

SMILE Mikaila Wilkerson has traveled to Belize, Mexico, four times with her family to benefit needy children.

could help if they were interested, but
we weren’t sponsored by the church.”
Due to the disagreements, she said
they ended up leaving the church.
Wilkerson has been to Belize on
four separate occasions, staying as long
as a month and a half at one point. Her
grandmother lives on property Wilkerson’s family owns in Belize, which also
has a tutoring center for children, Belize Base Camp Tutoring Center.
“Once, I think two years ago,”
Wilkerson said. “Our family went on
a mission trip and I ended up staying
an extra month to help my grandma
around the place.”
During that time, Wilkerson visited
the site of the house she helped build
to check in on its progress.
“We weren’t able to ﬁnish it fully,
but we left money for the family so
they could hire new workers,” Wilkerson said.
Wilkerson and her family have also
taken trips to Mexico, and to Chiang
Mai, and Thailand, where they helped
build houses and an orphanage.
“I don’t really know how to describe

it, but it’s beautiful,” Wilkerson said,
remembering the landscape of Thailand.
The family also brought shoes to
give to children in need.
“They loved it. In Belize it was the
same. They were so happy and would
show off what they got to their families.” Wilkerson said.
Wilkerson doesn’t know when she’ll
visit Belize again, but she certainly desires to return “whenever school allows
me to.”
Back home again, Wilkerson originally struggled with decisions surrounding which university she would
attend.
“At the time when I was choosing,
everything inside of me was saying
‘Eastern, Eastern, Eastern.’” Wilkerson said.
When she came to visit Central’s
campus, she “fell in love.” Back in high
school, Wilkerson was “very much into
drama” and was on the tennis team.
These are just a few of her hobbies,
however. Should she have to pick one,
it would certainly be writing.

“It’s my biggest hobby,” Wilkerson
said. “I’ve been doing it since I was
ﬁve.” Wilkerson credits Stephanie
Meyer as one of her favorite authors,
and also enjoys “The Hunger Games”
series.
“’The Host’ is one of my top favorites.” Wilkerson said.
Ultimately, Wilkerson says mystery
novels are her favorite genre, and she
is in the process of writing one herself.
“I really hope to get it published,”
Wilkerson said. She is also an avid
reader, and dreams of being a professional author someday. She plans to
major in journalism.
“I mainly want to focus on drama
and writing. It’s just what I love to do,”
Wilkerson said.
She also hopes to get involved with
the theater department at Central, and
plans on participating in tennis during
the spring.
Even though she has big plans, she
says it’s still undecided.
“I’m a Christian,” Wilkerson said.
“I love God, I love Jesus, and I know
he’ll lead me to what I need to do.”
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MPAA-winning photographer
to visit Central this Friday
BY LANDAN GARCIA

Copy Desk Chief

After being ranked in the top 15 percent of military-friendly universities in
the country for four years, it’s only natural
that we’d have a speaker like Stacy Pearsall
visit our campus. The event is particularly
of interest to students who wish to learn
about photography, veteran’s affairs, and
applied media.
According to her website, her work has
appeared in Popular Photography, Los
Angeles Times, Time magazine, the New
York Times, CNN, BBC, USA Today,
Soldier of Fortune, Sports Illustrated, and
Bahrain Times. She has also appeared on
the Oprah Winfrey Show.
Pearsall started her career at age 17 as a
photographer in the Air Force. Since then
she’s received numerous awards, including a Bronze Star Medal and Two MPAA
Military Photographer of the Year awards
– a prestigious accolade received by only
two women ever. She is currently owner
and director of the Charleston Center for
Photography.
Since being honorably discharged after
two bombs exploded beside her during
her service, she has competed and won
medals in the Wounded Warrior Games
for the past three years. She is dedicated to
changing policies regarding women’s and

WADE SMITH/OBSERVER
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PHOTOGRAPHER Stacy Pearsall
will be speaking at Central Friday night.

veteran’s rights, and has informed millions
through her public service announcements on Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
and Traumatic Brain Injury.
Pearsall is the second speaker to perform in the Central Washington University Performing Arts and Presidential
Speaker series, following Iraq war veteran
J.R. Martinez on Oct. 26.
She’ll be performing this Friday in the
SURC Theatre at 6 p.m. The event is free
to students and $15 for non-students. A
book sale and signing will be available after the presentation.

COOKIES Attendants decorate their own skull shaped-frosted cookies at the event.

Day of the dead

Central students partake in Hispanic tradition
BY BEN NEWBY

Staff Reporter

As part of Hispanic Heritage Month
this October, students around campus
have come together to celebrate in a variety of ways.
The Center for Latino and Latin
American Studies and the Student Artist
Collective assembled together with other
interested students to host an event for Alteras y Ofrendas, or Altars and Offerings.
The event was an art exhibit on campus
and around the Ellensburg area.
The Alteras y Ofrendas event featured
traditional Mexican cuisine, music and
altars which are traditionally made as offerings for the deceased. The altars consist
of papel picado, or pierced paper, which
feature cut outs of skulls.
Along with the papel picado, the altars
traditionally feature favorite food and beverages of the deceased. In the case of the
altar, located in Randall Hall, you can ﬁnd
a few Pabst Blue Ribbon cans worked into
the art.
The standout feature of the altars is
the sugar skull cookies, which are cookies brightly decorated with frosting in
the shape of skulls. “We used 25 pounds

worth of sugar skull cookies,” said Central
Washington University Art Professor Joan
Crawley Crane, while discussing the creation of these traditional altar offerings to
honor the deceased.
Aside from the altars, there was a large
skeleton constructed and painted as well
as some exhibits featuring Aztec poetry.
Students around campus also took part
in Dia de los Muertos, or Day of the Dead,
in the SURC on Nov. 1. This ancient celebration states that the barrier between the
living and the dead is thinner on Nov. 2,
which allows them to communicate.
Mariachi Huenatchi provided the music for the celebration of lives passed on.
During the event, students and community members received free face paintings
of skulls and ﬂowers.
Horchata, a ground almond, rice and
cinnamon based drink was among the refreshments served and a hanging skeleton
donning a purple dress was among the
props at the event.
The displays from Alteras y Ofrendas
will be available for viewing at various locations around Central’s campus, such as
on the bottom ﬂoor of Randall Hall and
around the community until November
5th.

BEN NEWBY/OBSERVER

SKULLS Central’s student artist collective helped host and art exhibit of altars.

SCENE
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Disney wrecks chance at
good morality tale

COURTESY OF TREEROOTANDTWIG.COM

BY JEFFREY ALAN COTE

Contributing Writer

Family-oriented ﬁlms are unique in
our culture, speciﬁcally in how we analyze them. There is no doubt that just
about everyone has heard the argument
that it simply doesn’t matter if a ﬁlm
marketed toward children is good or
bad. As long as the colors are bright and
shiny and the script contains enough fart
jokes, the kids will be entertained. This
brand of logic is simply unacceptable.

Films are so imbedded in our culture
that to ignore their impact would be undeniably foolish. Then why are we to assume
that children would not be impacted by a
well-made ﬁlm as well? This is how Disney
enters the picture.
Though the Walt Disney Co. has been
the mainstream voice of children’s entertainment for over 80 years, the past 10-15
have shown a waning Disney inﬂuence in
animation and a strengthening of their
foundation in television and merchandise.
Director Rich Moore aims to amend this
with his new ﬁlm “Wreck-It Ralph,” the
latest release under the Walt Disney Animated Classics banner.
The ﬁlm stars John C. Reilly as Ralph,
a large-bodied video game villain who
lives as the antagonist of “Fix-It Felix, Jr.,”
an arcade game much like that of the original “Donkey Kong.” When Ralph tires of
doing the same thing every day without
receiving any recognition, respect or even
kindness from the other characters of his
game, he leaves his world and enters other
arcade games to try to ﬁnd it.
On the most basic of levels, “Wreck-It

Ralph” certainly contains everything you
would expect to see in a children’s movie.
The colors are bright, the characters are
fun, the product placement is heavy and
the jokes are about as simple as they can
get. There are even a couple of references
to bodily functions for the kiddies to cackle
at. However, now that we’ve been able to
see ﬁlms like ‘Toy Story,” “WALL-E” and
“The Incredibles,” is this really enough
anymore?
Even if the ﬁlm’s lack of substance
were to be embraced or re-evaluated, the
core of the story is still entirely problematic. When Ralph leaves to ﬁnd recognition
for his work, the rest of the characters in
the game suffer. If the game doesn’t have
a villain, there’s no reason to play. Despite
them realizing this, the misguided moral is
that Ralph should have accepted himself
from the beginning rather than leaving the
game to change the way he is perceived.
This sends a questionable message,
especially considering that if his fellow
characters had simply been nice to him
in the ﬁrst place, the desire to leave never
would have been present. His game-

mates do eventually realize the error of
their ways, but only because they are
forced to due to how Ralph’s absence
affects them, not because of how their
rudeness affected him. This shows that
the ﬁlmmakers have not only taken the
easy way out in how they approached the
story, they failed to fully realize its meaning.
“Wreck-It Ralph” is certainly nothing
to get excited over, but there is no reason
to disown it entirely. As children’s fare,
the ﬁlm works just barely hard enough
to pass.
Though a more discerning viewer
may ﬁnd issues, the majority of families
giving the ﬁlm a chance will likely have a
good time. The only pain comes in realizing that in this day and age, with such
an interesting premise and an unlimited
resource of talent and funding at their
disposal, the folks over at Disney could
have likely done a whole lot better.

Grade: C+

IS PARKING
A PROBLEM
FOR
BUYBACK?
Did you know
you can park
in most lots
for FREE after
4:30 P.M. on
weekdays and
all day on
weekends?
ends?

GENERAL

W I L D C A T S H O P . N E T

GA

AUDIENCES

CWU is an EEO/AA/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities
may request reasonable accommodation by calling the Center for
Disability Services at 509-963-2171 or e-mailing CDSrecept@cwu.edu.
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Halloween dance draws diverse crowd to Prosody

NICK SNYDER/OBSERVER

BY MARGAUX MASSEY

Staff Reporter

During the days surrounding Halloween, it isn’t uncommon for things to go
bump in the night.
Last Tuesday, however, the only thing
“bumping” in the night were the speakers
at Prosody. The newly renamed venue in
the heart of downtown Ellensburg hosted
a Halloween dance put on by EQuAl.
The dance ﬂoor was dimly lit and the
DJ on stage provided dancers with a fun
environment to let loose in. The other
half of the venue was littered with guests
lounging around at tables, either too tired
from dancing, or wanting to talk to their
friends in a quieter environment.
“I’m here because I love to dance,”
said Mike Tobias, senior political science
major.
He talked about how he had been to

multiple EQuAl events before, and is a
regular attendee of the meetings. He was
shocked by the turnout, thinking that it
would only be members of the club.
The event also offered a costume contest and a short drag show featuring two
performers.
“The performances went very well, the
crowd was very active. Their energy feeds
my energy,” said Marq Kernell, junior
fashion merchandising major.
Kernell was better known that night
as Kisses Montclaire, the performer that
both opened and closed the drag show.
He was also surprised by the turnout, as
this was the ﬁrst dance of its kind.
“It’s really nice to see that the community is accepting, not only of cross dressers,
but of people in general,” Kernell said.
Prosody was full of a variety of people
of every sexual orientation, gender and
ethnic background.

The dance was hosted by EQuAl to be
a ‘safe option’ for those in residence halls
who had nothing to do on the Halloween
weekend. The event was alcohol- free and
was geared toward all ages. This is the
ﬁrst year EQuAl has put on a Halloween
dance, and they hope to make it a yearly
event, as it is a great fundraiser for the
club.
“EQuAl wants to focus on social events
this year and educate through awareness
and exposure,” said Nikki Cook, senior sociology and communication studies major
and president of EQuAl.
She said that the dance was a positive
social experience for the community, and
they even reached out to the high school
th
Gay-Straight Alliance and37invited
them to
Annual
the dance.
With about 150 attendees, EQuAl club
members were pleased with the turn-

out to the event, which was advertised
both through Facebook and through ﬂyers hanging in various buildings around
campus. Student interest in this event had
members of the club looking forward to
putting on more social events in the future
in order to raise awareness.
“We try to do just as many educational
programs as we do social events,” said
Garrett Nelson, vice president of EQuAl
and a sophomore psychology major. He
said that in past years, organizing events
like this was difﬁcult because the board
of the club only had four members. This
year, with a much larger board, they have
more support and will have an easier time
planning events.
EQuAl meets on Tuesdays in SURC
301 from 7 to 9 p.m.

37th Annual

Holiday Arts & Crafts Festival
37th Annual Holiday Arts & Crafts Festival

Holiday Arts & Crafts Festival

Great prices & flexibility for student vendors!
Student Union Building
Thursday, Nov. 29 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 30 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 1 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

For details about rates
and jury process, and
to apply: 509.963.3315
or warefair@cwu.edu

Applications
due by Nov. 5

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Accommodation 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu
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Muslim misconceptions:
Central grad give Middle Eastern perspective

throughout the Middle East and the wonderful people she had met along the way.
“When I ﬁrst read about this topic, I
thought it was
The Middle East ofinteresting beten conjures up thoughts
it was
One big thing that cause
of violence, political reabout Islam,”
opened my eyes in this said Mustafa
pression and women being covered from head
presentation
was
the Al-Abdrablnato toe, which is not the
a sophostereotypes that were com- bi,
most positive light. But
more ITAM
ing back from the [Middle] major. “I like
how can you blame the
American people imto know what
East to the west.
mediately jumping to
other people’s
such conclusions? Every
p e r s p e c t i ve s
time the Middle East is
are about Is-TYSON ELLIS
brought up in the melam. I came
Senior, ITAM major
dia, it’s usually relating
here to, kind
to some sort of terrorist
of, see what
attack, political oppresother people
sion, or nuclear weaponry.
think of us, and maybe ﬁnd a solution for
Enter the university’s Sociology Club.
that.”
Last Monday, the Central Washington
The speaker was very engaging. At the
University Sociology Club sponsored a end of the presentation and open forum
presentation put on by Bethany Vierra, was held and there were several thorough
a Central graduate herself, called The discussions from students who have served
Damaging Effects of Homogenization: (or have family or friends) in the military, as
East and West. Vierra went on to dis- well as people with Islmaic backgrounds.
cuss the importance of understanding the
“People who live in Islam, have differMuslim faith, and to educate yourself to ent views from people who just learn about
avoid making stereotypical judgements. it,” said Bandar Alredaihi, a sophomore
With over two billion Muslims worldwide, engineering major. “This perspective
Islam is the dominant religion in over 50 is very important because you will have
coutries.
more knowledge about the people who
There is also signiﬁcant Islamic pres- live in Islam, so that was very interesting.”
ence in the United States with a population
Bethany Vierra focused much her
over three million. With such a large pop- points on trying to further educate yourulation of Muslims throughout the world, self and become aware that diversity exists
negative Arab and Islamic stereotypes can in all populations. Adding that we should
result in dangerous, and often violent con- try to avoid damaging labels based simply
sequences. Vierra
off assumptions.
went on to state
“One big thing
that she believes
that
opened my
People who live in Islam
there were two hiseyes in this presenhave different views from tation was the stetorical events that
helped Americans
people who just learn about reotypes that were
shape the percepcoming back from
it.
tion of the Muslim
the [Middle] East
population: the Ira-BANDAR ALREDAIHI
to the west,” said
nian Revolution (in
Sophomore,
engineering
major
Tyson Ellis, a seNovember of 1979)
nior ITAM major.
and the terrorist
“Everyone knows
attacks that took
how we stereotype the Middle East, but
place on September 11, 2001.
But this presentation wasn’t all doom no one thinks about how they stereotype
and gloom. Vierra also talked about a se- us, which I thought was interesting. She
ries of Islamic scholars with very progres- was saying people [in the Middle East]
sive views, such as Tahar Habbad, who just see us in our TV shows as “Desperate
was an advocate for expanded women’s Housewives” or “Honey Boo Boo” they
rights in 1930’s Tunisia. And talked about think that’s how we are. It was neat to see
the people she had met along her travels another perspective.”
BY JOE COLUCCIO

Staff Reporter
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CWU Students & Faculty
Come See our
7 for $7 deals!

20 %

OFF
OFF
Regular
Regular Menu
Menu

With School
School ID
ID

2704 Triple L Loop ELLENSBURG , WA 98926 Certain Restrictions Apply.

T H E

S c o o p

Flavors Of The Week
Nov. 8

Nov. 9

WARREN MILLER FILM FLOW
STATE
SURC THEATRE
9:30 P.M.

FREE HOT COCOA WITH
88.1 THE BURG
SURC EAST PATIO
9 A.M.

Nov. 9

Nov. 9

THE TEMPEST
MCCONNELL AUDITORIUM
7:30 P.M.
STU:$7 GA:$15

STACY PEARSALL WAR
PHOTOGRAPHER SPEAKS
SURC THEATRE
6 P.M.

Nov. 12

Nov. 14

MONDAY MOVIE MADNESS
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES
SURC THEATRE
7 P.M.

TUSUY PERU DANCES
SURC BALLROOM
7 P.M.

Nov. 17

Nov. 27

SWING CATS DANCE
JAZZERCISE
7 P.M.

CWU ROCKS THE STAGE
SURC BALLROOM
NOON
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Football escapes late WOU rally

ZACH OLNEY/observer

CONVOY Senior offensive linemen Justin Eden (70) provides a running lane for freshman running back Jordan Todd (37) during Saturday’s 36-32 win over Western Oregon.
BY SCOTT HERMAN

Staff Reporter

Just when it appeared that Central would
be knocked flat on their back by Western
Oregon, Anthony Spain caught the gamewinning touchdown while laying flat on his.
A few game late game theatrics, including Spain’s miraculous grab, helped the
Wildcats hold on to dispatch the Wolves
36-32 and keep their hopes for a share of
the Great Northwest Athletic Conference
title alive.
The victory bumps Central’s record to
6-3 in the conference, and puts them in a
tie for first place heading into the last week
of the regular season. Humboldt State
University stood alone atop the week nine
standings, but a loss to Simon Fraser University on Saturday collapsed their only
breathing room.
Two false start penalties put Central’s offense in reverse early on but the Wildcats
quickly settled down; senior quarterback
Ryan Robertson connected on his first 11
passes and drove the ball deep into the
Wolves territory to set up the game’s first
score. Senior running back Demetrius
Sumler capped off the drive after plunging
into the end zone from four yards, putting
the Wildcats up with five minutes remaining in the first quarter.
In the second quarter, senior kicker Sean
Davis tacked on a field goal from 32 yards
out, increasing CWU’s lead to10-0. After
Western Oregon connected on a 38-yard
field goal of their own, Robertson commandeered yet another scoring drive, this
time connecting with senior receiver Tavoy
Moore over the middle for a 12-yard touchdown. Moore was Robertson’s favorite target on the afternoon, finishing the contest
with 9 catches for 63 yards and one touch-

down.
With only 29 seconds left to play in the
first half, Western Oregon was forced to
try and run out the clock, stuck on their
own 10-yard line. On the Wolves’ first play,
freshman defensive end Tovar Sanchez
ripped the ball from Wolves running back
Kenneth Haynes and senior linebacker
Louie Bruketta recovered. The fumble recovery quickly turned into points, setting up
a rushing touchdown for Robertson three
plays later. Robertson’s score gave the Wildcats a 24-3 lead entering half-time.
Western Oregon quickly responded
with some offense of their own in the third
quarter, when quarterback Ryan Bergman
connected with wide receiver Royce Spencer for a one-yard touchdown on their next
drive. Central later blocked a WOU punt
that tumbled through the back of the end
zone for a safety. Davis hit another field
goal before the quarter ran out, putting
Central in the driver’s seat at 29-10.
But it was during the fourth quarter
when it appeared the Wildcat’s gas tank
was nearing empty, or perhaps it was because the Wolves finally filled theirs. Bergmann found Spencer again in the end zone,
this time on six yard receiving touchdown,
closing the gap to 29-17. Central’s ensuing
drive stalled and after a delay of game penalty on the Wildcats, WOU’s Lucas Gonsalves returned a punt 89 yards for a touchdown. An echo of groans from the Wildcats
crowd rang out in response, as the Wolves
had fought back to close the gap to only a
touchdown, down just 29-24 with just over
nine minutes remaining.
Central’s offense was again stopped by
a rejuvenated WOU defense, who carried
their momentum over to the offense. The
Wolves perfectly executed a trick half back
pass, when freshman running back Joe

Harris fooled Central’s secondary and hit
a wide-open Antoinne Wafer for the goahead score. With only six minutes left in
the game, the Wolves had sizable momentum after rattling off 22 unanswered points.
However, a combined effort from Robertson and Todd allowed the Wildcats to
march down the field on one of their final
drives of the game. On 2nd and two and
in the Wolves red zone, Robertson chose to
audible away from the called play, choosing instead to pass to Spain, who was alone
in the corner of the end zone. During his
route, Spain slipped and fell to his back, but
managed to keep his focus on the ball as it
passed through the arms of a Wolves defender and into his chest. Spain managed to
cling the ball to his helmet after it clanked
off his chest plate, giving the Wildcats the
much needed score.
Central’s defense then held tough over
the last three minutes of the game, forcing several incompletions and sacks. The
Wildcats had one final scare when a Western Oregon receiver beat the coverage and
was wide open, but the ball fell through his
hands. Central forced one final incompletion from Bergman, which gave the Wildcats the victory.
Special teams played a huge factor in
the game, as junior punter Matt Burke executed three perfect coffin corner punts,
pinning the Wolves inside their own five
yard line each time. The poor field position made it difficult for Western Oregon’s
offense to operate and gave Central advantages on both offense and defense. Central
used the opportunities to score. Burke understands the impact his punts have on the
game.
“It’s a huge momentum booster for our
team, especially for our defense that they
have a short amount of field to go against,

so it really sets the defense up in good field
position,”
Wildcats starting running back Sumler
left the game with an injury early in the
second quarter, which left the bulk of the
carries throughout the game in the hands
of freshman Jordan Todd, who rose to the
occasion. The 5’5”speedster filled in admirably for Sumler, holding his own against a
stout WOU defensive line, rushing for 90
yards on 18 carries. His ability to step up
when called upon was vital to Central’s offense in the second half.
“We don’t play many freshman here,”
said head coach Blaine Bennett, “he’s one
of the finest freshman that we’ve had come
into the program and be able to play that
first year. He’s a solid young man, he’s physically strong enough to carry that load.”
The emotional shifts throughout were
hard on the fans, but, Bennett felt only exhilaration for the players who had won such
a tightly-contested game.
“They play hard for each other, it’s exciting for them to be in a game like today
and to come out on top, I’m real proud of
them,” Bennett said.
Spain’s clutch snag that gave Central the
win was one for the ages; a brilliant audible
by Robertson put his Spain in perfect position to make the play. Though it may have
been both beautiful and a little ugly at the
same time, the end result was all that mattered. Spain’s catch gave the Cats the lead
when they needed it most.
“I came up to try to make a play, slipped,
it hit me in the chest, and then I caught it
against my helmet,” Spain said. “That was
the craziest catch I’ve ever had in my life.”
Next week CWU celebrates Senior Day
by hosting Dixie State (3-7 overall, 3-6
GNAC). Kickoff is scheduled for Noon at
Tomlinson Stadium.
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Sweeps week

Wildcats win both matches

SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

JUMP AROUND (Above) Redshirt freshman outside hitter Rachel Hanses spikes the ball during Central’s sweep of Western Oregon on Saturday. (Below) Hanses and Redshirt sophomore middle blocker Julie Hulbert block a Western Oregon shot.
Staff Reporter

Six: the combined number of sets Central Washington University women’s volleyball team has beat their last two opponents in.
After dropping out of the American
Volleyball Coaches Association Division
II polls following two losses to unranked
opponents, the Wildcats were in need of
a turnaround this week. After two shutout
victories over Walla Walla University and
Northwest Nazarene University, the Wildcats are back on track.
On Oct. 30, the Wildcats traveled to
Walla Walla to play in their ﬁnal non-conference match and won in a dominating
fashion.
Despite not playing four of their regular starters, the Wildcats cruised past the

Win Streak
Oct. 30
Central - 3
Walla Walla - 0
Nov. 3
Central - 3
Western Oregon - 0

Wolves in their ﬁrst two sets by scores of had 10 kills and 10 errors.
25-10 and 25-5, while hitting over .500 on
“We had a lot of new personnel in difoffense.
ferent places,” Andaya said. “We knew
In the third set, the Wildcat offense it was going to be a process during the
cooled off to a .143 hitting percentage , match to get comfortable.”
but won the set 25-15.
The Wildcats eventually settled down,
Saturday’s match had a similar sto- hitting .298 in the third set.
ryline. The Wildcats fought hard to beat
Four different Wildcats had ﬁve or
Northwest Nazarene in three sets: 25-18, more kills, and seven of the nine players
25-20, 25-18.
who went out on
Both the Crusadthe court had at
ers and the Wildcats
one kill.
This [match] shows that least“We
had dismal offenses
moved
we’re not out of the race for people around so
in the ﬁrst set.
CWU had ﬁve
regionals. Even though we we had a lot more
errors as well as ﬁve
had a few bumps along the options, and so our
kills, while Northwas a lot
way, we showed that we are offense
west Nazarene comless predictable,”
still competing.
mitted 13 errors to
said senior outside
just six kills.
hitter Marcy HjelHead coach Malum. Hjellum led
-LINDEN FIRETHORNE
rio Andaya decided
the team in kills
Freshman middle blocker/outside hitter
to switch up the
and in digs, at eight
game plan for Satand 15 respectively,
urday’s match, subagainst NNU.
bing in players who do not normally get
As chaotic as the GNAC standings have
much playing time.
been, the two wins proved to the Wildcats
“I believe that if we play the way we that their season might still have a future,
did we can win with any personnel,” An- if they can stay in the regional rankings.
daya said. “It was good to see those girls The Wildcats are currently ranked seventh
come in and play well.”
in the West region.
Northwest Nazarene committed 29 er“This [match] shows that we’re not
rors in the match, which helped the Wild- out of the race for regionals,” said freshcats earn their second sweep of the week. man middle blocker/outside hitter Linden
The struggles offensively for both teams Firethorne. “Even though we had a few
carried on into the second set. CWU had bumps along the way, we showed that we
just three more kills than errors, and NNU are still competing.”

“

“

BY CHACE DAV Y

Andaya’s decision to switch up the oncourt personnel may have something to do
with his “fundamentals” approach to the
team chemistry and performance.
“We focused more on being a team and
knowing that we can switch up our players
and know that it’s not going to affect us,”
Firethorne said. “We just needed to ﬁnd a
new rhythm and a new ﬂow, because we
were kinda getting out of it the last couple
games.”
CWU plays at Saint Martin’s on Thursday and at Western Oregon on Saturday,
which could help the Wildcats climb further up in the West region rankings.

SPORTS
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Cross country leis it down in Hawaii

BY KATELYN POTASKY

Staff Reporter

PHOTOS COURTESY OF KELSEY KREFT

BOOSTERS (Top) Central runners try to separate themselves from the pack.
(Above) Senior Taylor Kartes tries to run down a fellow competitor from NNU. The
women’s team placed 10th and the men’s team placed 18th at regionals.

NEWSWATCH
If you’ve ever dreamed of a career in
Broadcast Journalism, please talk to
Professor Robert Fordan about how
you can get involved in NewsWatch.

COM 442
Student-led news team
dedicated to sharing
stories that impact
Kittitas County.

Kahuku, Hawaii was home to the
NCAA Division II West Region Cross
Country Championship at the Kahuku
Golf Course. The Central Washington
University women ﬁnished in 10th place,
the highest regional ﬁnish since 2007,
while the men’s team ﬁnished in 18th
place.
It was a great ending to a breakout
year for the cross country team. Central
brought seven men and seven women to
the West Region Championship.
With the humidity and temperature difference in Hawaii, the cross country team
had to use some extra training tactics that
head coach Kevin Adkisson used during
practices to help make sure that the runner’s bodies didn’t go into winter mode.
They kept their bodies sweating and warm
during practices, with sauna trips at night
and practices indoors.
Senior Taylor Kartes ﬁnished off her
college career strong in the 6K race.
“This was my favorite year by far, with
a strong team and a great coach,” Kartes
said. “I wouldn’t have wanted to end my
college cross country career any differently.”
Kartes scored an all-time personal record at the conference championship meet
at Western Oregon University this year
with a time of 23 minutes, 40 seconds.
The temperature and humidity got
to several women running that morning.

Kartes passed a few women who were lying on the ground passed out from heat
exhaustion.
Senior Kelsey Kreft has run with the
women’s cross-country team for four years
and claims this was her favorite year being
on the team.
The West Region Championship was
bittersweet for Kreft. Kreft had a fantastic run at the conference championship
meet, yet didn’t perform as well as she
had hoped at regionals. The humidity and
temperature took a tougher toll on her
body than she expected.
“I am incredibly proud of my girls with
reaching our team goal to ﬁnish in the top
10,” Kreft said. “I was honored to share
this year with these girls along with my
coach.”
The men’s team ﬁnished in 18th place
in Hawaii and had three runners ﬁnish
in the top 100. Senior Ryan Eidsmoe ﬁnished highest for the men.
“The weather was a big factor in the
championship,” Eidsmoe said. “Most of
us are not used to the humidity that we
had to run in Saturday.”
The men’s and women’s team were an
extremely young group, with only seven
seniors total between both the men’s and
women’s teams.
“It is going to be tough to lose such
a strong runner like Kelsey next year,”
Adkisson said. “Yet, I am excited for the
potential we are going to have for the upcoming year.”

SPORTS
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FOOTBALL

RECENT GAME:
W 36-32 vs. Western Oregon
The Wildcats escape a late Wolves
rally to lock up second place in
the GNAC heading into the ﬁnal
regular season game

CONFERENCE
Humboldt State
Central Washington
Western Oregon
Simon Fraser
Dixie State

W
6
6
5
4
3

L
3
3
4
5
6

NEXT GAME:
11/10 vs. Dixie State - 1 p.m.
Central looks to rebound from a
loss to DSU earlier in the year

MENʼS
BASKETBALL

RECENT GAME:
L 72-95 @ Idaho
*The standings below reﬂect the
preseason coachʼs poll
CONFERENCE
W
Seattle Paciﬁc
0
Western Washington 0
Central Washington 0
Alaska Anchorage
0
Montana State Billings 0
Western Oregon
0
Northwest Nazarene 0
Alaska Fairbanks
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NEXT GAME:
11/9 vs. Azusa Paciﬁc - 3 p.m. @
Seattle Paciﬁc University

VOLLEYBALL

RECENT GAME:
W 3-0 vs. Western Oregon
Central sweeps Western Oregon

CONFERENCE
W
Western Washington 13
Western Oregon
11
Central Washington 10
Alaska Anchorage
10
Seattle Paciﬁc
8
Montana State Billings 7
Northwest Nazarene 5
Saint Martinʼs
3
Alaska Fairbanks
3
Simon Fraser
1

L
2
3
4
4
6
7
9
11
11
14

NEXT GAME:
11/8 @ SMU - 7 p.m.

CROSS
COUNTRY

RECENT MEET
M: 18th W: 10th NCAA D-II West
Regional Championships
NEXT MEET:
N/A
FOR MORE INFORAMTION ON
CWUʼS TEAMS VISIT
WILDCATSPORTS.COM

Central goes wild for Wellington
and its mascot. Students, fans, and alumni
all come together at games to show their
Staff Reporter
pride and create memories.
The mascot for Central Washington
“I liked that we were Wildcats; it had
University is a ferocious animal. With a a cool name,” said 1994 alumni Juston
shrouded history and not much known Masuda. “We were good in football back
about its early years, much of what Cen- then, we were really good. The Wildcat
tral students know of their beloved logo logo made me proud to go to Central becomes from tradition that has been built.
cause we had a good football team.”
Whether it is
Sports can act
football or basketas a way of coming
ball, Wildcats love
Wellington is known for together. The comto show their spirit,
having really high energy mon goal, the comand for many, part
enemy and
of Wildcat tradition
and going around and just mon
the common spirit
includes watching
raising spirits and letting all help to create
Wellington Wildcat,
people know it’s okay to be memories for those
the mascot, pump
who attend games.
amped up.
up the crowd at the
Fans of college
sporting events.
sports often go to
“Wellington is
games not just to
-KELSEY FURSTENWERTH
known for having
support the team,
really high energy
VP for Student Life and Facilities
but also the comand going around
munity.
Wildcat
and just raising
Wellington shows
spirits and letting people know it’s okay
to be amped up,” said Vice President for up at the games, always wearing Central
Student Life and Facilities Kelsey Furst- colors.
“We have several different outﬁts for
enwerth, senior family consumer science
him.
Whether it is football or basketball,
education major. “I think that’s what gets
he
looks
like a part of the team,” Fursthim so amped up during the game - the
enwerth.
“He’s the invisible twelfth man
interactions.”
Jerseys at Central have long sported of the teams. It brings a lot of spirit to
the famous Wildcat logo. Teams come the game. It gives [fans] someone to show
together to ﬁght for their school, their their spirit with.”
Wildcat Wellington does his best to
colors, their logo. Fans and players alike
have always taken pride in their school embody the school spirit. The mascot’s
BY SARAH RUIZ

“

“

WILDCAT
SCOREBOARD

Snow problem:
Boarders and
skiers eager for winter
BY CHLOE WEST

Staff Reporter

As winter approaches, the chance of
snow increases. While it might not be ideal for driving conditions, people who love
winter sports rely on early, heavy snowfalls
so they can enjoy the mountains sooner.
Trever Bergstrom, shop manager at
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals, drove a bus
from Central to any of the four nearby
passes, once a week last year, including
Snoqualmie, Mission Ridge, Stevens and
White Pass.
“On a good day we would have about
15 kids go up,” Bergstrom said. “We offered it only once a week last year, but this
year we’re offering it twice a week.”
When the passes open, OPR will take
a bus up on Tuesdays and Wednesdays
at 3 p.m. for an $8 fee per student. They
will also offer a weekend bus, with at least
two days advance notice, for groups with
a minimum of six people and an $8 fee
per student.
As both a skier and snowboarder, Bergstrom’s winter sport of choice is backcountry skiing. His family started him out
cross-country skiing before grade school
and he has loved the sport ever since.
“It’s a fun activity and a great way to
spend the weekends,” Bergstrom said. “It’s
a good way to get immersed in nature.”
Taking the OPR bus is cheaper than
going alone, and both the bus fee and the
lift tickets can be charged to a student account.
“It’s really kind of calming,” Bergstrom
said. “It’s not just the sport of skiing that’s
fun, it’s being out in the outdoors.”
Bergstrom encourages students to join
night skiing during the week or gather
friends for weekend trips up to the mountains.

PHOTO COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS

WILD THING Wellington, Central’s
mascot, pumps the crowd up.

history is one that has been protected and
preserved. To become Wellington, one
must exhibit undying school spirit and the
skills to bring the crowd to its feet.
The Wildcat logo has become, to many
sport fans, a symbol of team pride. Cheering along with the crowd and snapping
pictures with Wellington is a part of Wildcat tradition.
“It feels awesome to be a part of something working together to get somewhere,”
said rugby player and freshman psychology major Sarah Lawrence. “The Wildcat
logo means my college to me. It’s a place
to ﬁnd a family.”
The Wildcat community is growing,
as the university has seen an increase in
student enrollment. With the increased
numbers, it is likely that the Wildcat tradition will continue to grow and form and
include anyone who has ever stepped foot
on campus

SPORTS
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Basketball ‘Vandal’-ized in Idaho

McLaughlin shines, Wildcats drop exhibition matchup against UI
Staff Reporter

Despite 28 points from junior guard
Mark McLaughlin, the Wildcats lost their
ﬁrst game of the season in a matchup
against Division I University of Idaho last
Friday.
The Wildcats,
who ﬁnished with
an overall record
of 15-13 last year
and 8-10 in the
Great Northwest
Athletic Conference
(GNAC),
kept the score
MARK MCLAUGHLIN within single digits for the majorJunior guard
ity of the game.
However, the Vandals proved to be too
much, winning 92-75.
The Wildcats trailed by four points
heading into halftime. Central narrowed
the score to 54-53 after a three-pointer
from senior guard Jordan Coby. But three
three-pointers and a 13-0 Vandals run
over the next four minutes put the pressure back on the Wildcats.
The lead was cut back to single digits

after a McLaughlin three-pointer with 8
McLaughlin, who led Tacoma Comminutes and 44 seconds remaining in the munity College and the Northwest Athgame, but the Vandals pulled away after letic Association of Community Colleges
(NWAACC) in points last season, was exﬁnishing the game on a 20-11 run.
“The ﬁrst half we played pretty well, pected to play a prominent role with the
but in the second half the game got a lit- Division I University of Washington Huskies this season, betle away from us,”
fore transferring to
head coach Greg
in August.
Sparling said. “We
I think we can be really Central
“I think he’s
took some quick
really good. We’re not that a very good basshots and they ran
out on us and had
big, but we’re scrappy and we ketball player and
we’re fortunate to
a pretty good run.”
play hard.
have him,” SparAided by three
-MARK MCLAUGHLIN
ling said. “I think
starters who were
Junior guard
he’s going to have
6-foot-8 or taller,
some huge, huge
the Vandals were
nights for us. He
able to open up a
just has a knack of ﬁnding ways to score in
44-31 divide on the boards.
“I’d say the only difference was the size all different aspects, he can do it all. He’s
of their players,” Coby said. “We tried to going to make everyone around him that
identify double-teaming their big men and much better.”
McLaughlin shot 9-23 from the ﬁeld,
sending more people to get rebounds.”
The Wildcats lost four starters from last 6-7 from the charity stripe and totaled 28
year and must lean on only four remaining points.
“I think we can be really really good,”
lettermen this season.
“It’s a new year and we have a different McLaughlin said. “We’re not that big, but
type of team,” Sparling said. “We have a we’re scrappy and we play hard.”
The lone remaining starter from last
little more athletic of a team and we got
year’s team, Jordan Coby, scored 14
a lot more ways to score the basketball.”

“

“

BY JARYD CLINE

points while shooting 5-10 and 3-6 from
downtown. Redshirt junior forward Nate
Walker led the Wildcats with six rebounds,
while redshirt senior guard Jordan Starr
dished out six assists and also ﬁnished with
six points.
“It was really exciting and I was glad to
be out there playing with my teammates,”
McLaughlin said. “It was just a really fun
experience.”
The Wildcats open the regular season
next weekend with a pair of games at the
Sodexo Tip-Off Classic at Seattle Paciﬁc
University.

Homecoming
11/26 vs. Walla Walla - 7 p.m.
*1/3 vs. Alaska - 7 p.m.
*First conference home game

Based On Fall 2012
New Textbook Pricing.
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Crank it up: Rock wall holds competition

BY AMBER THORP

Staff Reporter

Imagine latching onto a small urethane
hold 15 feet above the ground, without
any support, harnesses, or rope.
Wildcat rock climbing enthusiasts put
their skills to the test last Friday when the
CWU recreation center hosted its annual
Cranksgiving bouldering competition.
More than 30 students participated in the
event, along with several volunteers.
Bouldering competitions are tough:
They are held indoors and consist of
rock climbing without support up to 15
feet. This Cranksgiving event had several
courses to choose from, with each course
and boulder worth a certain number of
points.
“The recreation center closed down
the rock wall for the week to change up
the routes,” said Emily Wright, manager
of the rock wall. “This is a different experience for the climbers because it’s all new
routes for them.”
Cranksgiving has been an annual event
at Central since the rock wall ﬁrst opened
in 2007. The event received its name because it’s held near Thanksgiving and
“crank” is a term used by rock climbers.
“I’ve been rock climbing for over a year Rachel Harmatta in second, and Alia
now and this was a rough competition for Sledge won the event.
me,” senior Jasmine Hughes said.
In the advanced women’s division,
Cranksgiving has
Liz Jordan ﬁnished
four different divithird, Casie Koefod
sions: beginner womI’ve been rock climbing came in second, and
en, beginner men, for over a year now and this Kiersy Hendrickson
advanced women,
ﬁrst.
was a rough competition for ﬁnished
and advanced men.
Senior
Caitlin
The top three ath- me.
McDonald did not
letes in each division
place in the advanced
-JASMINE HUGHES
won prizes such as
women’s section, but
Senior
new shoes, harnesses,
still felt the event was
and backpacks.
a positive experience.
In the beginner women’s division,
“I got interested in this sport through
Marika Clymer ﬁnished in third place, my ex-boyfriend and didn’t want to give

“

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ABIGAIL SCHRANCK

CRANK THAT (Top) Tyler Miracle
traverses the rock wall. (Left) Robbie Slick
searches for a foothold during the bouldering competition. (Above) Hunter Burke
grabs some chalk to improve his grip.

it up,” McDonald said. “I hope more girls
join because it’s a lot of fun and it’s challenging for not only the whole body but
also the mind.”
In the men’s beginner division, Michael Riggin ﬁnished third, Tyler Miracle
ﬁnished second, and Morgan Waidelich
ﬁnished ﬁrst.
In the men’s advanced division, Casey
Cranston placed third, Joel Pinnock placed
second, and Elijah Rowley placed ﬁrst.
Next up for rock climbing enthusiasts
will be the Northwest Collegiate Climbing
Series. The ﬁrst event of the NC3 series
will be held at Western Washington University on Jan. 21.

CWU will compete in the NC3
intercollegiate rock climbing competition at Western
Washington University on Jan.
21. The CWU Recreation Center
will also be holding their own
NC3 competitions within the
coming months.
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